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The Polymath code i s modified by repking To= 1150K in Tables ES-5.3 and E8-5.4
by Equation (E8-5.7), and adding the numerical values for ni, and Cp
r

.

TABLEE8-5.5. SUMMARYHEATE x m O E xml VAWABET,

1

DmmnUal eoualbns an entered InIIm ussr

E@tt aquallma as enkred by Ihe user
1 1) Fan = ,0378

PFR with
hear exchange
variable ambient

temperature T,

(21 Cpe=163
[ 3 1 delCp c -9
I d ] Cum= 18.8
15) To= 1035
1 6 1 denaH c 80770+delCp'(T-29Of

171 ra = .Ca0'3.68'6~(3d2n'(1TT~1K)~[1
-Xr(TdJYIl+X)
If!] U ~ x 1 6 5 0 0
191 me-,111

[ l o 1 Cpc=N.5

The temperature and conversion profiles are shown in Figure E8-5.4.

Figure E8-5.4 (a) Temperature and Ibl conversion profiles in PFR w ~ t ha variable
hearing medium temperature, T,

8-5 Equilibrium Conversion
For reversible
the
equiI~brium

x,,

:onveman.
is
usually ciikulated

first.

The highest conversion that can be achieved in reversible reactions is the equilibrium conversion. For endothermic reactions, the equilibrium conversion
increases with increasing temperature up to a maximum of 1.0. For exothermic
reactions, the equilibrium conversion decreases with increasing temperature.
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8.5. I Adiabatic Temperature and Equilibrium Conversion

Exothermic Reactions. Figure 8-41a) shows the variation of the concen
Lion equilibrium constant as a function of temperature for an exothermic rf
tion (see Appendix C), and Figure 8-4(b) shows the corresponding equilibri
conversion X, as a function of temperature. In Example 8-3, we saw that fr
first-orderreaction the equilibrium conversion could be calculated using Ec
tion (E8-3.13)
First-order reversible

reaction

Consequently.X, can be calculated directly using Figure 8-4ta).

For exothermic
reactions,

equ~libriurn
conversion

decreawa wfth

K

~ncreasing

temperature.

Figure 8-4 Variation of equilibrium constant and c o n v ~ s i o nwith temperature for

an

exothermic reaction.

To determine the maximum conversion that can be achieved in an exother
reaction carried out adiabatically, we find the intersection of the equilibrium c
version as a function of temperature [Figure 8-4(b)] with tempemturexonver
relationships from the energy balance (Figure 8-2) as shown in Figure 8-5

If the entering temperature is increased from To to To,,the energy
ance line will be shifted to the right and will be parallel to the original lint
shown by the dashed line. Note that as the inlet temperature increases, the
abatic equilibrium conversion decreases.

.4diabatic

equilihriurn
conversion Tor
exothermic
reactions

Figure 8-5 Gritphlcal solution of equ~hbriurnand energy balance equations to
obtain the adiabatic temperature and the adlaktic equilrbriurn conversion X,.

Exampie Bd Calculan'ng the Adiabatic Equilibrium Temperature
For the elementary sotid-cntayred liquid-phase reaction
make a plot of equilibrium conversion as a function of temperature. Determine the
adiabatic equilibrium temperature and conversion when pure A is fed to the reactor at
a temperature of 3UO K.

Solutio~t

1. Rate Law:

2. Equilibrium:

Follow!ng tkc Aldorithm

- r,

= 0 ;so

3. Stoichiometry: ( u = uD) yields
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Solving for X, gives

4. Equilibrium Constant: Calculate AC, ,rhen K,(T)

For AC,, = 0. the equilibrium constant varies with temperature according to
the relation

AH;, = H," - H i = -20.000 callmol

K,(T)= 100,000 exp

K, = 100,000 exp

1

[-?~q,"? (2i8
-- b)]

I"?-'[

- 33.78 -

Substituting Equation (E8-6.4) into (E8-6.2). we can calculate equilibrium conversion
as a function of temperature:

5. Equilibrium Convemion Fmm Thermodynamics
Conversion

calculaled from
equilibrium

relationship

exp [- 33.78(T- 298)/T]
x, = 1 +100,000
100,000 e x p [ - 3 3 . 7 8 ( T - 2 9 8 ) / T j

The calculations are shown in Table E8-6.1.

6. Energy Balance
For a reaction carried out adiabatically, the energy balance reduces to
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Equilibrium GDnversion

Conversion
calculated from

energy balance

Data from Table E8-6.1and the following data are plotted in Figure E8-6.1.

F&

a feed temperature of 300

K, the adiabatic equilibrium temperature is

465 K and the corresponding adiabatic equilibrium conversion is only 0.42.

Adiabatic

equilibrium
conversion and
temperature

Figure W6.1
converjon

finding the adiabatic equilibrium ternpenture (T,I and

(X,).

Reactor Staging with Interstate Cooring of Heating
Higher conversions than those shown in Figure E8-6.1 can be achieved for adiabatic operations by connecting reactors in series with interstage cooling:

The conversion-temperature plot for this scheme is shown in Figure 8-6.
We see that with three interstage coolers 90% conversion can be achieved
compared to an equilibrium conversion of 40% for no interstage cooling.

Steady-State Nonisothermal Reactor Design

C

Interstage cwling
used for exothermic
reversible reactions

Figure 8-6 Increasing conversion by Interstage cooling.
Typical values

Endothermic Reactions. Another example of the need for interstage

'Or gas?ljne
transfer in a series of reactors can be found when
composltlon

Gasoline
CI
C6

C,
C.

10%10%

20s
25%

upgrading the octane nu
of gasoline. The more compact the hydrocarbon molecule for a given nu
of carbon atoms is, the higher the octane rating is. Consequently, it is desi
to convert straight-chain hydrocarbons to branched isomers, naphthenes.
aromatics. The reaction sequence is
k1

Cat

The first reaction step (k,) is slow compared to the second step. and
step is highly endothermic. The allowable temperature range for which this
tion can be c h e d out is quite narrow: Above 530°C undesirable side reac
occur. and M o w 430°C the reaction virtually does not take pIace. A typical
stcck might consist of 75% straight chains, 155 naphthas, and 10% mmac
One arrangement currently used to carry out these reactions is shou
Figure 8-7. Note that the reactors are not all the same size. Typical sizes ar
the order of 10 to 20 m high and 2 to 5 rn in diameter. A typical feed ra
gasoline is approximately 100 m3lh at 2 atm. Hydrogen is usuaIly sepal
from the product stream and recycled.

Spring 2005
$2.20/gal Tor octane
number (ON)
ON = 89
500'

?a Cnlnlyf 1
~s~ensr~t~on

Figure 8-7 Interstage heating for gasoline production in moving-bed reacton.
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Eqclilibrium Conversion

Because the reaction is endothermic, equilibrium conversion increases
with increasing temperature. A typical equilibrium curve and temperature conversion trajectory for the reactor sequence are shown in Figure 8-8.

Interstage hearing

Flgure 8-8 Temperature-conv~rsinntrajectory for interstage heatlng of an

endothermic reaction analopous to F~gure5-6.
Example 8-7 Interstage Cooding for Highly Exothemic Reactions
What conversion could be achieved in Example 8-6 if two interstage coolers that
had the capacity to cool the exit stream to 350 K were available? Also determine the
heat duty of each exchanger for a moIar feed rare of A of 40 molls. Assume that
95% of equilibrium conversion is achieved in each reactor. The feed temperature to
the first reactor is 300 K.

1. Calculate Exit Temperature
We saw in Example 8-6

that for an entering temperature of 300 K the adiabatic equilibrium conversion was
0.42. For 95% of equilibrium conversion (X,= 0,421, the conversion exiting the first
reactor is 0.4. The exit temperature is found from a rearrangement of Equation
(Eg-6.7):
T = 300 + 4OOX = TOO (400)(0.4)
(A)
T,= 460 K

+

1

We now cool the gas stream exiting the reacror at 460

K down

to

350 K in a heat

exchanger (Figure E8-7.2).

Figure ES-7.1 Determining exit convenion and temptnture in the first stage.
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2. Calculate the Heat Load
There is no work done on the reaction gas mixture in the exchanger, and the reaction dms not lake place in the exchanger. Under these conditions (Fill"
= FIl,,,),the
energy balance given by Equation (8-10)

F,H, - 0

(8- 10)

= E F, (H,- Hie)

(E8-?.I)

Q- W ~ + ZF,H,,-z
for W~ = O becomes
Energy balance on
the reactron gas
mixture in the heat

Q = 1F,Hi - Z Fl,Hm

exchanger

That is, 220 kcaVs must be removed to cool the reacting mixture from 460 K to
350 K for a feed rate of 40 moVs.
3. Calcutate the Coolant Flow Rate
We see that 220 kcalls i s removed from the reaction system mixture. The rate at
which energy must be absorbed by the coolant stream in the exchanger is

We consider the case where the coolant is available at 270 K but cannot be heated
above 400 K and calculate the codant flow rate necessary to remove 220 kcalls
fmrn the reaction mixture. Rearranging Equation (E8-7.5) and noting that this coolant has a heat capacity of 18 callmol .K grves
Sizing the
interstape heat
exchanger and
coolani flow rate

= 94 moils = 1692 g l s = 1.69 kgls

The necessary coofant flow rate is 1.69 kgls.
4. Calculate the Hmf Exchanger Area
k t ' s next determine the counter current heat exchanger area. The exchanger inlet
and outlet temperatures are shown in Figure E8-7.2. The rate of heat transfer in a
counter current heal exchanger is given by the equation!
See page 268 of C. 1. Geankoplis, Transporr Pmcrsxes und Unir Opcrarions (Upper

Saddle River, N.J.: Prentice Hall. 19931.

Set. 8.5

Equilibrlurn Conversion

Bonding with unit
opentions

In
Thl 35OK Reaction Mixture
Exchanger

T,, 270K Coolant

----------+--

Figure ES-7.5 Counter current heal exchanger.

Rearranging Equation (E8-7.71.asquming a value of U of 100 calJs.rn2-K. and then
substituting the appropriate values gives
Sinng the heat
exchanper

A=

-

~ ' ~ ~ T h ? - c ~ ) - ~ ~ t ~ - l To ~o ~&) [l (

4~-~m)-(~5~-27~)]~
s+m2.K

The heat-exchanger surface area required to accomplish this rate of heat transfer is
3.16 m2.
5. Second Reactor
Now let's return to determine the conversion in the second reactor. Tne conditions
entering the second reactor are T = 350 K and X = 0.4. The energy balance starting
from this point is shown in Figure E8-7.3.The correspo~ldingadiabatic equilibrium
conversion is 0.63. Ninety-five percent of the equilibrium conversion is 60% and the
corresponding exit hmperature is T = 350 + (0.6 - 0.4)400 = 430 K.
The heat-exchange duty to cool the reacting mixture fmm 430 K back to
350 K can again be calculated from Equat~on(E8-7.4):

Rearran ping
EqualLon
for the second
rercfor

r2 = 7.

+.Ax(?)

= 350 * 4ODhX

I

Figure FA-73 Three reaclors in series with interstage cooling.
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Q

=

F,,,,C,,,(350

= -160

- 430)

=

Ch

)

0 cal (-8Ol
- ( 5-

(40 sol)

mol . K

kcal

S

6. Subsequent Reactors

For the final reactor we begin at T, = 350 K and X = 0.6 and follow the line
resenting the equation for the energy balance along to the point of intersection
the equilibrium convenion. which is X = 0.8. Consequently. the final convel
achieved with three reactors and two Interstag coolers is (0.95)(0.8)= 0.76.

8.5.2 Optimum Feed Temperature

We now consider an adiabatic reactor of fixed size or catalyst weigh[ and in
tigate what happens as the feed temperature is varied. The reacrion i s reverc
and exothermic. At one extreme, using a very high feed temperature. the
cific reaction rate will be large and the reaction will proceed rdpldly. but
equilibrium conversion will be close to zero. Consequently. very little pro,
will be formed. At the other extreme of low feed temperatures, little pro
will be formed because the reaction rate is so low. A plot of the equilib
conversion and the conversion calculated from the adiabatic energy balanc
shown in Figure 8-9, We see that for an entering temperature of 600 K the
abatic equilibrium conversion is 0.15. The corresponding conversion pro
down the length of the reactor are shown in Figure 8- 10. The equilibrium I
version, which can be calculated from an equation similar to Equation (EXalso varies along the length of the reactor as shown by the dashed line in Fi;
8-10. We also see that because of the high entering temperature, the rate is *
rapid and equilibrium is achieved very near the reactor entrance.

350

400

450

500

550

600

To

Figure 8-9 Equilibrium conversion for different feed temperatures.

Observe how the
temperature proSITe
changer a\ the
entering
temperature i.c

decreased from
603 K.
W

Figure 8-10 Adiabatic conversion profiles fnr different feed temperatures.

We notice that the conversion and temperature increase very rapidly over
a short distance (i.e., a small amount of catalyst). This sharp increase is sometimes referred to as the "point" or temperature at which the reaction ignites. If
the inlet temperature were lowered to 500 K, the corresponding equilibrium
conversion is increased to 0.38; however, the reaction rate is slower at this
lower ternpentuse so that this conversion is not achieved until closer to the end
of the reactor. V the entering temperature were lowered further to 350 K, the
comesponding equilibrium conversion is 0.75, but the rate is so slow that a
conversion of 0.05 is achieved for the specified catalyst weight in the reactor.
At a very low feed temperature, the specific reaction rate will be so small that
virtually all of the reactant will pass through the reactor without reacting. It is
apparent that with conversions close to zero for both high and low feed temperatures there must be an optimum feed temperature that maximizes conversion. As the feed temperature is increased from a very low value, the specific
reaction rate will increase, as wilt the conversion. The conversion will continue
to increase with increaing feed temperature until the equilibrium conversion is
approached in the reaction. Further increases in feed temperature for this exothermic reaction will only decrease the conversion due to the decreasing equilibrium conversion. This optimum inlet temperature is shown in Figure 8-1 1.

Optimum inlet
temperature

Figure 8-11 Finding the optimum Feed temperature.
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8.6 CSTR with Heat Effects
In this section we apply the general energy balance [Equation (8-22)J to the
CSTR at steady state. We then present example problems showing how the
mole and energy balances are combined to size reactors operating adiabatically
and non-adiabatically.
Substituting Equation (8-26) into Equation 18-22), the steady-state
energy balance becomes

These are the forms
of the
balance we wil! use.

[Note: In many calculations the CSTR moIe balance (FAJ = -rAV) will
be used to repIace the term following the brackets in Equation (8-27). that is,
will be replaced by (-r,.,V).] Rearranging yields the steady-state balance

Although the CSTR is well mixed and the temperature is uniform
throughout the reaction vessel, these conditions do not mean that the reaction
is canied out isothermally. Isothermal operation occurs when the feed temperature is identical to the temperature of the fluid inside the CSTR.
The Q Term in the CSTR
8.6.1 Heat Added to the Reactor, Q

Figure: 8-12 shows schematics of a CSTR with a heat exchanger. The heat
transfer fluid enters the exchanger at a mass flow rate m, (e.g., kgls) at a temperature T,, and leaves at a temperature Ta2.The rate of heat transfer fmm the
exchanger to the: reactor ish
For exothermic
reactions

(75ra2>Ta,1
For endothermic
reactions

{TIPTQTJ
Half-pipe
jacket

Figure 8-12 CSTR rank reactor with heal exchanger. [rh) Courtesy of Pfaudler. Inc.1

" Informat~onon lhe overall heat-tran\fer

coefficient may 'be found in C. J. Geankopli.

Transpon Pw)cesscr ur~dUni? Opemrinns, 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs. N.J., PrentKe

Hall (2003). p. 268.
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The following derivations, based on a c ~ 1 m (exothermic
t
reaction) apply also
to heating mediums (endothermic reaction). As a first approximation, we
assume a quasi-steady state fwthe coolant flow and neglect the accumulation
term (i.e., dT'ldt = 0).An energy balance on the coolant fluid entering and
leaving the exchanger is
Rate of
heat exchanger

to reactor

by flow

where Cpc is the heat capacity of the coolant fluid and TR is the reference
temperature. Simplifying gives us

Solving Equation (8-46)for the exit temperature of the coolant fluid yields

T,, = T - ( T - T,,) txp

-

From Equation (8-46)

Substituting for T,, in Equation (8-48). we obtain
Heat transfer to a

CSTR

For large values of the coolant flaw rate. the exponent wilI be small and
can be expanded in a Taylor series (e" = 1 - x
. . -) where second-order
terms are neglected in order to give

+

Then
Valid only for large
Coolant flow raws!!

where To,2 Taz = TO.

I
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With the exception of processes invoIving highly viscous materials s
as Problem P8-4c, the California P.E exam problem, the work done by the :
rer can usualiy be neglected. Setting W,in (8-27) to zero. neglecting ACp, !
stituting for Q and rearranging, we have the following relationship betw
conversion and temperature in a CSTR.

Solving for X
-IT-

To)+ SO,C, (T- To)

X=

[-A%AT,?)l
Equation (8-52) i s coupled with the mole balance equation

to

size CSTRs.
We now will further m a n g e Equation (8-5 1) after letting CO,Cpr= C

Let

KT, + T,

and T, = Then

-XbGK= Cpo(l+ K ) ( T - T,)

(3-

The parameters K and T, are used to simplify the equations for non-adiab;
operation. Solving Equation (8-54) for conversion

Forms of the energy

Solving Equation (8-54) for the reactor temperature

balance for a CSTR
with heat exchange

Figure 8-13 and Table 8-4 show three ways to specify the sizing o
CSTR. This procedure for nonisothermal CSTR design can be illustrated
considering a first-order irreversible liquid-phase reaction. The aIgorithm
working through either case A (Xspecified), B (T specified), m C (Y specified
shown i n Table 8-4. Its application is ilfustrated in the following example.

Sec. 8.6
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Algorithm

Example: Etementary ~rreversibleliquid-phase reaction

A+B
Given F A OCM,
~ ko, E,CpA,AH~r,
ACp=O, q = O
CSTR
I

Oedgn equation

v = !d

Rate law

+A

Combining

v=

+A

= kcA

FAOX
~ C A(1O- X I

+
I
I

X specified:
Calculate V and T

Need k(T)

JI

Calculate T

Two quatians and h o unknowns

1
I

I

Calculate k

1

S

E::
Plot X vs. T

I

-----

4
Calculate V

I

X

T
Flgure $-13

Algorithm for adiabatic CSTR design
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TABLE8-4.

WAYSTO SPECIFY THE SIUNG

A

CSTR

A

B

C

Specify X

Find V and T

Spe~ifyT
Find X and V

W m d T

Calculate T
From Eqn. (8-56)

Calculate X
From Eqn. 18-55]

1

1

Use Eqn (8-553
to plat XElgVS. T

Calculate k
k = Ap-CtRT

Calculate k
k = kC-EIRT

Solve Eqn. (8-53)

L

Spify

L

v

1
J.

for

xus = p n

to find XMnvs.

ce.e., - r ~= kcAO()
-XI)

fe.g.. -ra =

kcAo(]
- x))

T

le.g., XhlB =
TA

expp[-E/(RT)]

1 + 0.exp[-E/(RT)l

J.

S

Calculate -r,(X,TE

Calculate -r,{X,X.T)

1

1

Calculate V

CalcuIate V

y = -Fad:
-r~

v=- FAJ
-r,

Chap. 8

1

1
Plot XE8 and X,

as a function of T

xp
L

T

XMR=conversion calculated from the mole balance
XER= conversson calculated from the energy balance

Example

g-8

Prnduction of Proplena Glycol in on Adiabah'c CSTR

Propylene glycol is produced by the hydrolysis o f propylene oxide:

Production, usesa
and economics

Over 800 million pounds of propylene glycol were produced in 2004 and the selling price
was approximak!y 50.68 per pound. Propylene glycol makes up about 25% of the major
derivatives of propylene oxide. The reaction takes place readily at room temperature when
catalyzed by sulfuric acid.
You are the engineer in charge of ap adiabatic CSTR producing propylene glycot by
this method. Unfortunately, the reactor i s beginning to leak, and you must replace it. (You
told your boss seveml times that sulfuric acid was corrosive and that mild steel was a poor
material for construction.) There is a nice-looking overflow CSTR of 300-gal capacity standing idle: it is glass-lined. and you would l ~ k eto use it.
You are feed~ng2500 lblh (43.04 IIb morlh) of propylene oxide (P.O.) to the reactor.
The feed stream consists of (1) an equivolumetric mixture af propylene o x ~ d e(46.62 ft'/h)
and methanol (46.62 ft'lh). and (2) water contaming 0.1 wt % H2S0,.The volurneuic RON
rate of water is 233.1 ftqlh, uhich is 2.5 times the methanol-PO. Row rate. The cornspanding
moIar feed rates of methanol and water are 71.87 and 802.8 Ib mol/h, respectively. The
water-propylene oxide-methanol mixture undergoes a slight decrease in volume upon mixing

S e .8.6
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(approximately 38). but you neglect this decrease in your calculations. The temperature of both feed streams is 58°F prior to mixing, but there is an j m d i i r t e 1 7 O F
temperature rise upon mixing of the two feed smams caused by the heat of mixing.
The entering temperature of all feed streams is thus taken to be 75°F (Figure E8-8.1).
pmwlene @xidm

T~ = w

Methanol

;y
F~~ Water

To = 75" F

Furusawa et
state that under conditions similar to those at which you are
operating, the reaction is first-order in prepylene oxide concentration and apparen!
zero-order in excess of water with the specific reaction rate

The units of E are Btullb mol.
There is an important constraint on your operation. Propylene oxide i s a
rather low-boiling substance. With the mixture you are using, you feel that you cannot exceed an operating temperature of 125°F. or you will lose too much oxide by
vaporization through the vent system.
Can you use the idle CSTR as a replacement for the leaking one if if will be
operated adiabatically? If so, what will be the conversion of oxide to glycol?

(All data used in this problem we= obtained from the Handbook uf Clremfsr~
a11d
Physics unless otherwise noted.) Let the reaction be represented by

A is propylene oxide (CpA= 35 Btullb mol -OF) 8

B is water (CPB= 18 BtuJlbmol."F)
?

T. Furusawa. H. Nishimura, and T. Miyauchi, 3. Che~n.Eng. Jprr.. 2. 95 119691.
.CpA and Cpc are estimated from the observation that the great major~ty of
low-molecular-weight oxygen-containing organic liquids have a mas$ hear capacity
of 0.6 callg-% 2 1 5 % .
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C i s propylene glycol (Crc= 46 B t u lb
~ mol - "F)
M i s methanol ICp = 19.5 Btullb rnol . "F)

In this problem neither the exit conversion nor the temperature of the a1
hatic reactor IS given. By application of the material and energy baIances we
solve two equations with two unknowns (X and T). SoIving these coupled equatir
we determine the exit conversion and temperature for the glass-lined reactor to
if it can be used to replace the present reactor.

I

I. Mole Balance and design equation:
FA"-F*+r*V= 0

The design equation in terns of X is

2. Rate Law:

1

3. Stoicbiometry (liquid phase, u = u,):
C A = C A , , ( l -q

4. Combining yields
Following the Algorithm

1

Solving for X as a Function o f T and recalling that r = V l v , gives

This equation relates temperature and conversion through the mole bnlanl
5. The energy balance for this adiabatic reaction in which there IS neglig
energy input provided by the stimr is

Two equations.
two unknown

This equation relates X and T through the energy balance. We see that I
equations [Equations (EB-8.5) and (ES-8.6)] must be solved with X,, = .
for the two unknowns, X and T
6. Calculations:
a. Heat of reaction at temperature T : ~

II

AH,, (T)= AH;,(T,)+ AC, (T- TR)

H i (68°F) : -66,600

Stullb moi

-Hland H t are calcurated from heat-of-combustion data.

Sec.8.6
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Calculating the
parameter values

Hg (68°F): - 123,000 Btuilb mol
H,9(68°F) : -226.000 Btu/lb mol

AH", ((68°F)= -226,000 - ( - 123,000) - (-66,600)

(E8-8.7)

= -36,400 BtuIIb mol propytene oxide
ACp = Cpc-CPB- CPA

- =46-I&-35=-7Btullbmol~"F
A W l , ( T ) = -36,400- ( 7 ) ( T - 528)

b.

Stoichiometry

T is in "R

(C,,, @, , z ): The total liquid volumetric flow rate entering

the reactor is

For methanol:

(3, = F~~
-- 7E.87 lb m0l/h =
FA,
43.0 lb mollh

For water:

lb mollh = 18,65
aB- FFBO
-A = 802.8
43.0 Ib moI1h

c. Evaluate mok balance terms: The conversion calculated from the mole
balance, XM,,is found from Equation (EX-8.5).

(16.96 X 10rshW1)(0.
1229 h) exp (- 32,4001 1.987T)

Plot XM, as a
function of

= 1

+ (11.96X 10il hL1)(0.1229h) exp(-32,40011.987T)
(E8-8.10)

temperature.
~ M

(2.084 X 1012) exp ( - 16,3061T) ,
is
=
B
I + (2.084 X 1012)exp(- 16,3061 T)

d. Evaluate energy balunct terms:
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The conversion cal~uIatedfrom the energy balance, Xm,for an adiabatic
reaction is given by Equation (8-29):

Substituting all the known quantities into !he energy balances gives us

Btullb mol - OF)(T - 533°F
xm= -[-(403.3
36,400 - 7 ( T - 528)l Btullb mol

I. Solving. There are a number of

different ways to solve these two simultaneous equations. The easiest way is ro use the PoIymath nonlinear equation
solver. However. to give insight into the functional relationship between X and
T for the mole and energy balances, we shall obtain a graphical solution. Here
X is plotted as a function of T for the mole and energy balances, and the inersection of the two curves gives the solntion where both the mole and energy
balance solutions are satisfied. In addition, by plotting these two curves we
can l e a n if there is more than one intersection (i.e., multipIe steady states) for
which both the energy balance and mole balance are satisfied. If numerical
mot-finding techniques were used to solve for X and T. ir would be quite possible to obtain only one root when there are actualry mare than one. I f Polymath were used. you couId learn if multiple roots exist by changing your
initial guesses in the nonlinear equation solver. We shall discuss multiple
steady states further in Section 8.7. We choose T and then calculate X (Table
E8-8. I ). The calculations are plotted in Figure EX-8.2. The virtually straight
line c m s p o n d s to the energy balance [Equation {E8-8.12)] and the curved
line corresponds to the mole balance [Equation (E8-R. lo)]. We: observe from
this plot that the only intersection point 1s at 85% conversion and 61 3"R. At
this point, both the energy balance and moIe balance are satisfied. Because the
temperature must remaln below 125OF (585"R). we cannot use rhe 300-gal
reactor as tt 1s now.

Don't give upv Head back ro the storage shed lo check out thc heat exchanFe
equipment!
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